
Danielle Fishel Speaks Out to
Haters Who Slam Her Marriage
and Weight

By Gabby Robles

Danielle Fishel came back to the Hollywood scene strong last
Sunday,  the  day  after  she  married  her  husband  Tim
Belusko. According to People, the Boy Meets World actress
tweeted online slammers who hated on her for her weight on her
wedding day and for marrying a younger man! She continued to
tweet the haters on Tuesday.

What  are  some  ways  to  keep  gossip  from  affecting  your
relationship?  

Cupid’s Advice:

Unfortunately, some people love to hate on others. You have to
always go on with a strong sense of positivity, but it can be
hard. The biggest thing you want to do is make sure that the
gossip  stays  away  from  your  relationship.  Cupid  has  some
advice on how to hush up the haters:

1.  Keep  your  head  up:  Don’t  let  people  bring  down  your
success.  If  you  are  both  happy,  you  know  you’re  doing
something right. If you’re relationship is thriving and is
exactly what you want, so don’t let anyone try to knock you
down.

2. Remain strong together: You and your boo can silence the
gossip by not letting it bother you.  People might have bad
things  to  say,  but  it  is  none  of  their  business  —  and
definitely not their relationship! Ignore those who bring you
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negative energy or who want to see you fail.

3. Get through it together: Gossip can really take its toll on
a situation. Make sure that you both are on the same page and
are there to listen to each other if it starts to get to
you. Always be each other’s rock.

What are some ways that you’ve kept gossip from affecting your
relationship? Tell us in the comments below!

Brad Pitt Confirms Celebrity
Wedding  with  Angelina  Jolie
Will Happen ‘Soon’

By Jennifer Ross

Break out the tuxedoes! A celebrity wedding celebration is in
order. Engaged to one of Hollywood’s most famous stars, Brad
Pitt says his celebrity wedding to Angelina Jolie is coming
soon, as reported in People. At Monday night’s premiere of his
new film Killing Them Softly in New York, Pitt, 48, stated “I
am getting more pressure from my kids, and it is something I
want to do within their lifetime, but I also feel like the
time has come.” The famous couple has been together for seven
years and celebrated a celebrity engagement this past spring.
Even  though  Pitt  and  Jolie,  37,  raise  their  six  children
together, Pitt still believes the wedding will be significant
to their family. “I am surprised how much [marriage] meant to
me once you had that.”
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Like famous couple Pitt and Jolie
are sure to do at their celebrity
wedding,  what  are  some  ways  to
involve  children  in  the
celebration?

Cupid’s Advice:

Regardless of your children’s ages, it is never a bad idea to
include them in your wedding. A wedding is a ceremony of
unity, which definitely includes everyone in your immediate
family. To help your wedding be a success, here are three
ideas how to include your children:

1. Ring bearer or flower girl: When your children are very
young, consider sticking to the traditional roles of ring
bearer or flower girl. They’ll love these fun roles! Plus, it
won’t give your little ones too much to handle.

Related  Link:  Lena  Dunham  Puts  Off  Celebrity  Wedding  in
Support of Marriage Equality 

2. Escort: Should the children be teenagers or older, they may
want a more significant role in the ceremony. Why not have
them escort you down the aisle? By escorting you, they are
symbolically giving you and your fiancé their blessing.

Related Link: ‘Teen Mom’ Star Amber Portwood is Celebrating
Celebrity Engagement to Boyfriend Matt Braier

3. Family vows: Including family vows in the wedding ceremony
is a great way to publicly solidify the family as a whole.
After exchanging marriage vows, you and your partner can each
exchange family vows with the children, promising to love and
care for them. You can also give the children a ring as a
token.
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How  do  you  think  this  famous  couple  will  include  their
children  in  their  celebrity  wedding?  Share  your  thoughts
below!


